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Introduction/
warm up

PEOPLE IN THE PAST

AUTUMN TERM (2)

LESSON 1 2 3

TEACHING AND LEARNING






sing words clearly and breathing at the end of phrases
convey the mood or meaning of the song
play instruments with control
identify if pitch is getting higher/lower/staying the same

(a)YouTube clip: AH! VOUS DIRAI-JE, MAMAN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG3COP3VoHk
(b) Tuned percussion – try to have all the available chime bars sets
(c) PowerPoint slide: TWINKLE,TWINKLE (chime bar part); MAGICAL MOZART
(d) mp3 recording: MAGICAL MOZART
STARLIGHT, STAR BRIGHT say this traditional rhyme until secure. Now
encourage pairs to make up a body percussion pattern of 4 components e.g. clap,
clap, knees, clap…as an accompaniment throughout, half chanting/half playing.
Star light, star bright,
First star I see tonight,
I wish I may, I wish I might,
Have this wish I wish tonight.

Main part of the
lesson to
include some
aspects of:

Singing
Composing
Performing

1) Talk about Mozart, his early life as a touring prodigy (explain this term) and the
enduring popularity of his music.
2) Explain that the tune ‘Twinkle, Twinkle’ was a popular folk tune called AH!
VOUS DIRAI-JE, MAMAN (So you say, Mum!) for which the young Mozart
composed 12 variations (pieces based on the melody but with added
decorations). Play the first melody on the YouTube clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG3COP3VoHk (notice some twiddles) and
then the second and see if children can say, in simple terms, how the music was
‘decorated’. The instrument being played is a harpsichord.

Listening
Appraising

3) Display the lyrics for MAGICAL MOZART and sing the song to the tune:
‘Twinkle, Twinkle’ (an mp3 recording is available). Remind children of the words:
‘prodigy’ and ‘harpsichord’.
4) Display the PowerPoint slide: TWINKLE, TWINKLE. Notice that the notes are
given for the two identical middle lines. Model playing these lines on chime bars,
having removed notes C A B C to the lid. The notes step down in pitch using nextdoor notes so this part is very easy to play. Ask some to play while others sing.
NB: In Year 3, children will learn to play this tune in its entirety.

Ideas for
revisiting in the
week

Play some more variations of AH! VOUS DIRAI-JE, MAMAN and make sure that
everyone has the opportunity to play the middle of the tune on chime bars.

MAGICAL MOZART Tune: Twinkle, twinkle
He performed when he was three
Mozart was a prodigy!
Played to kings and played to lords
He composed for the harpsichord (fit the two underlined words to ONE note)
He performed when he was three
Mozart was a prodigy!
Mozart’s music brought him fame
Many people knew his name
People like his music still
Mozart’s tunes provide a thrill
Mozart’s music brought him fame
Many people knew his name

